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Chapter 19
As soon as his head dropped and his waist had not yet been bent, Liam Lu suddenly
jumped into the blue veins on his forehead, grabbed Zoey Gu’s hair, and instantly
pushed her far away.

“Immediately disappear from my eyes! Zoey Gu, don’t force me to do it on you
personally!”

Zoey Gu staggered backwards and suddenly fell out of the distance, standing still, she
looked at Liam Lu with a smile.

“Thank you, Mr. Lu, for raising your hands high. I wish you a full house and a hundred
years. In this life, I will never meet a second woman as disgusting as me.”

“roll!”

…

Zoey Gu was gone.

She walked along Lu’s mother’s courtyard all the way to the commercial street in the city
center.

As soon as he entered the central area, he looked up and saw the familiar figure of Liam
Lu from the giant TV wall directly in front.

“According to the latest news, once the business giant Liam Lu returned to Berven City,
the Yuangui Group in his hand took a series of big moves. First, he won nearly 5 billion
land projects in the west of the city, and then connected and acquired many local
Well-known company.”

“Among them, the Gu family bears the brunt.”

Zoey Gu changed his face.

Sure enough, he did what he said, and he really hit the Gu family without mercy!

But in this way, it means that she has not done what Lydia Lin promised, and annoyed
the poisonous woman. What should father and brother do?



Panicking like a headless fly, the giant TV wall was rolling again, except for Liam Lu,
another well-known figure appeared on the big screen.

“Another reliable news is that a civilized nationwide tracing detective appeared in
Berven City today to help a well-known entrepreneur find his biological daughter who
had been lost for many years.”

“Over the years, he has not missed any tracing cases he has handled. But most of the
tracing people have had to shrink back because of the sky-high tracing compensation.”

Suddenly, Zoey Gu couldn’t move.

She stood on the spot, looking at the TV wall without blinking, and the words “No one
missed”, like a spell, fixed her.

A bold idea suddenly popped into my mind.

But it was only an instant, it became a flame that was extinguished.

Sky-high rewards…

Suddenly someone behind her patted her shoulder.

Zoey Gu turned his head abruptly, and saw a tall man leaning in his sight, raising his
hand and handing her a brand new mobile phone, “Ms. Lin gave it to you.”

After the other party finished speaking, he turned around and left without giving Zoey Gu
any chance to react.

As soon as the person left, Lydia Lin’s video call was sent from the phone.

Presumably, it was Liam Lu’s aggressive shot at the Gu family, and Lydia Lin couldn’t sit
still.

But when she raised her hand and opened it, what appeared on the phone screen was
not Lydia Lin’s face, but…

Her brother Chase Gu!

He was sitting under a wall, the light was dim, the background blurred, and he couldn’t
see where he was at all.

Zoey Gu widened his eyes and looked at his younger brother without blinking, tears
streaming down instantly.

“Chase, is it really you? Are you and Dad okay? Where’s Dad? Let me see Dad quickly!”



Every time in the past, she could only look at them from a distance from the videos and
photos taken by Lydia Lin. Lydia Lin’s sudden exception today is just a threat to change
the situation.

But she doesn’t care.

She just wants to know whether her father and brother are well!

“sister.”

In the video, Chase Gu was as thin as wood, with deep sunken eye sockets. He had
already lost his original vigorous youth appearance. He choked and called to Zoey Gu,
and his eye sockets were red.

But there is only Chase Gu in the video, no father.
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